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Care Instructions:
Your professional tractor seat is designed to give you worry-free service with little or no maintenance. There 
should be no need for periodic oiling or maintenance of the seat and cylinder. Simply clean with a damp 
cloth. Avoid contact with harsh chemicals.
• Replacement seat available as part# RSCRHDTSSEAT (limited quantities available)
• Replacement air cylinder available as part # RSTSAC
• Replacement caster available as part # CRHDTSNLC (non-locking caster with washer & nut),
 # CRHDTSLC (locking caster with washer & nut)
• Replacement hardware kit available as part # RSTSBK (set of 5 nuts and 5 washers) 

Tools Needed for Assembly:
14mm Wrench
Assembly Instructions
1. Attach all �ve (5) casters to the bottom of the round metal base. The bottom  
 of the base is opposite the side with the center round hole. Insert the
 threaded stem of each caster through each of the holes, add washers and
 tighten nuts onto stems with a 14mm wrench.
2. Insert the painted end of the lift cylinder into center hole on top of round
 metal base. To avoid damaging the cylinder, do not force or hammer the
 cylinder into the hole.
3. Place seat on top of the unpainted end of the lift cylinder.  As with the lift 

cylinder in Step #2, do not force or hammer the seat onto cylinder.
4. To lock seat and cylinder into place, slowly add your weight to the seat by 

sitting on the seat for approximately 10 seconds. The cylinder and seat will 
lock into place automatically.

5. You’re done!
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